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About me

´ MMath at Warwick

´ Joined CDT programme’s first cohort, starting in 2014.

´ Submitted thesis in August 2018

´ Was teaching at Highgate School in London three weeks later

´ Defended in October 2018

´ Graduated in July 2019.
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´ PGCE: Fees (but with bursaries and scholarships available for some subjects)

´ School-centred Initial Teacher Training (SCITT): Fees (but with bursaries and 
scholarships available for some subjects). On-the-job training.

´ School Direct (salaried): Suitable for people with experience of teaching in 
already

´ Teach First

´ Teaching apprenticeship

´ Private/independent schools and some academies

´ Other routes to Qualified Teacher Status (eg: Assessment Only)
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´ Lots of mistakes, lots of learning: Immediate feedback from pupils

´ Very quickly learned how ill counts as “too ill to teach”.

´ Had some freedom to extend and go off-piste with some sixth form classes.

´ Did thesis corrections while teaching (a bad idea)
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My second year of teaching

´ Made a much better start – knew what I wanted to do differently

´ Then Covid happened
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Teaching during lockdown

´ We had a modified timetable to allow pupils to spend more time outside 
during the day
´ No commuting meant we could start earlier (and sleep for longer)
´ Longer breaks for pupils
´ Slightly shorter lessons

´ Lessons done via a mix of Teams and Zoom
´ Lots of admin to make sure pupils had access to resources
´ Still taught our classes – no “whole year” lessons
´ Some lessons were fully independent work to allow pupils a break from staring at 

the screen
´ Almost all of the pupils had access to technology to allow them to join remote 

lessons

´ Extension lessons for exam years
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Emerging from the first lockdown

´ No need for a specific “recovery curriculum”.
´ But pupils were shaky on some of the content from lockdown.

´ Year 12 pupils had not benefitted from periods of revision that would have 
happened most years – some had done no maths for six months.

´ Lots of anxiety among pupils about coming back.
´ Not all related to Covid.

´ Deterioration in pupil behaviour and language.

´ How to teach and manage a classroom when you can’t circulate?


